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ABSTRACT

A list Viterbi algorithm (LVA) finds then best paths in a trellis.
We propose a new implementation of the tree-trellis LVA. Instead
of storing all paths in a single sorted list, we show that it is more
efficient to use several lists, where all paths of the same list have
the same metric. For an integer metric, both the time and space
complexity of our implementation are linear inn. Experimental
results show that our implementation is much faster than all pre-
vious LVAs. This allows us to consider a large number of paths in
acceptable time, which significantly improves the performance of
a popular progressive source-channel coding system that protects
embedded data with a concatenation of an outer error detecting
code and an inner error correcting convolutional code.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sherwood and Zeger [1] devised a powerful systems for protecting
images against errors in a memoryless noisy channel. The system
uses a concatenation of an outer cyclic redundancy-check (CRC)
code for error detection and an inner rate-compatible punctured
convolutional (RCPC) code for error correction. The image is
compressed with an embedded wavelet coder [2]. Then the out-
put bitstream is divided into consecutive packets of fixed length.
To each packet, a CRC code is appended, and the resulting blocks
are encoded with equal error protection by an RCPC coder. The re-
ceiver uses an LVA to find the most likely (best) decoding solution
(path) for a received packet. This path is checked by computing
the CRC checksum bits. If an error is detected, the LVA is used
again to find the next best path, which is also checked for errors.
This process is repeated until the CRC test is passed, or a maxi-
mum number of paths is reached, in which case, called incomplete
decoding, the decoding is stopped, and the image is reconstructed
using only the correctly decoded packets.

The performance of this system depends on the maximum
number of candidate paths for one packet. Increasing the max-
imum number of candidates decreases the probability of incom-
plete decoding and improves the average reconstruction fidelity.
However, the number of candidates is limited by the time com-
plexity of the LVA. On the other hand, the probability that the CRC
test fails to detect a packet error increases monotonically with the
number of candidates. This problem can be handled by increasing
the length of the CRC codeword. But then, the RCPC code rate
has to be increased as well to keep the transmission rate fixed.

The major contribution of this paper is an efficient implemen-
tation of the tree-trellis LVA [3]. Instead of storing all n paths in
a single sorted list, we show that it is advantageous to use sev-
eral lists, where all paths of the same list have the same metric.

In particular, we prove that for the Hamming metric H the worst-
case time complexity of our implementation is O(l(2m + n) +
H(pn(;))), where l is the length of the original packet, m is the
memory order of the convolutional coder, and pn(;) is the nth path
of the zero codeword. Since H(pn(;)) � lr, where r is the rate
of the mother code, the time complexity of our implementation is
linear in n. This compares favorably with the original algorithm
[3] whose average complexity is O(l(2m + n2 + n)) and with
other state-of-the-art LVAs [4, 5]. We also extend this result to ar-
bitrary integer metrics, which makes our algorithm useful in soft
decision decoding. Experimental results for the binary symmetric
channel (BSC) showed that our algorithm was also the fastest in
practice. Finally, we determined for both the original search depth
of 100 paths [1] and our proposed search depth of 10,000 paths the
optimal combination of the CRC codeword length and the RCPC
code rate and showed that the higher search depth significantly im-
proves the rate-distortion performance of the system at several bit
error rates.

2. TERMINOLOGY AND PREVIOUS WORK

A binary rate 1=q convolutional encoder outputs q bits for each
input bit. This group of q output bits, called output frameof
the encoder, is transmitted over the channel and becomes an in-
put frame of the decoder or simply a code frame. The encoder
has a memory order of m, which leads to 2m possible states
z = 0; : : : ; 2m � 1. When an input bit is read by the en-
coder, it is shifted into the memory. This leads to a state tran-
sition (z1 ! z2). The output frame associated to state tran-
sition (z1 ! z2) is denoted by r(z1 ! z2). Let M be a
bit metric. Then the transition metricbetween the output frame
r(z1 ! z2) = (y1; : : : ; yq) and the code frame c = (c1; : : : ; cq)
is M(r(z1 ! z2); c) =

Pq
i=1M(yi; ci). Let l be the number of

received code frames. For t = 0; 1; : : : ; l, we denote by z(t) the
state at stage t. A pathp = (z(0)! z(1)); : : : ; (z(l�1)! z(l))
is a sequence of state transitions starting and ending at a valid state.
We suppose that both the starting state and the final state are the
zero state. Let c(t) be the code frame received at stage t. Then,
M(p) =

Pl
t=1M(r(z(t � 1) ! z(t)); c(t)) is the path metric

of path p. An LVA finds the n paths with the lowest metric.
The best previous LVAs are the parallel LVA (PLVA) [4], the

serial LVA (SLVA) [4], which was later improved in [5], and the
tree trellis algorithm (TTA) [3]. Although the time complexity
of the PLVA is linear in n, the algorithm is not suitable for most
applications because on one hand, the multiplicative constant in
its O(n) time complexity is large and on the other hand, it de-
termines the n best paths simultaneously. The other algorithms
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find the best paths successively. The TTA consists of a forward
pass and n backward passes. The forward pass stores the two best
path metrics for each state zj(t). The lower path metric is denoted
by M1(zj(t)) and the higher path metric by M2(zj(t)). Further-
more, a backtrace pointer v(zj(t)) to the predecessor state of the
path with the lower metric must be stored for each state. A back-
ward pass uses a stack of paths which stores for each element S:
S:m, the path metric, Sp, the path this path branches from, S:t, the
stage at which this path branches from S:p, S:i, the state at which
this path branches from S:p, and S:mp, the partial path metric
from S:t to the end of the trellis. The stack has to be sorted by as-
cending values S:m. Furthermore, the decoded data of all already
found paths must be stored to reconstruct the common partial path
from the branching point to the end of the trellis. At the beginning
of the first backward pass, the stack is initialized with a single ele-
ment consisting of S:m = M1(z0(l)) (the metric of the best path),
S:p = 0, S:t = l, S:i = 0, and S:mp = 0. For each backward
pass, the following steps are done:
1. The first entry is read and deleted from the stack. The back-
ward pass starts at stage S:t and state S:i, thus we set t = S:t and
i = S:i. The new path and the path S:p share the common path
segment from S:t to the end of the trellis, therefore this path seg-
ment can simply be copied from the stored path S:p. The running
partial path metric m is set to m = S:mp.
2. In the first backward pass, we follow the backtrace pointer,
j = v(zi(t)). Otherwise, the new path branches from S:p at stage
S:t and state S:i. Therefore we have to take the predecessor state
the backtrace pointer does not point to for the first state transition,
thus we set j such that the state transition (zj ! zi) is possible,
but j 6= v(zi(t)).
3. m increases by the metric of the state transition, so we set
m = m + M1(zi(t)) � M1(zj(t � 1)). The input bit to the
encoder associated with state transition (zj ! zi) is prepended to
the already decoded data of the new path and then the state transi-
tion is finished by setting t = t� 1 and i = j.
4. At the new state, the locally second best path must be inserted
into the stack. The metric of this path is the sum of M2(zi(t)),
which was stored during the forward pass, and m. Therefore, with
k being the number of the current path (which is also the num-
ber of the current backward pass), we insert a new element S with
S:m = M2(zi(t))+m,S:p = k, S:t = t, S:i = i and S:mp = m
at the correct position into the sorted stack.
5. All following state transitions follow the backtrace pointers;
thus we set j = v(zi(t)).
6. We repeat Steps 3 to 5 until stage 0 is reached.

Because the stack is sorted with the path metric, the next best
path is at the top of the stack after each backward pass. To reduce
memory requirements and avoid unnecessary stack insertions, the
stack size can be limited to n � 1 elements because all elements
inserted behind element n� 1 never reach the top of the stack.

The time complexity of the forward pass isO(2ml). In a back-
ward pass, the most time consuming part is the sorting of the stack
because we need to insert one element for each visited state. All
other steps can be done in constant time. The stack is commonly
implemented as a linked list. To insert a new element in a list of n
elements, n=2 comparisons are needed in average. If we assume
that a new path branches from an existing path at half of the trel-
lis in average, we have to visit l=2 states in each backward pass,
which leads to l=2 stack insertions and l=2 state transitions per
backward pass. Thus, for n paths, the average time complexity
is O(l(n2 + n)). On the other hand, the space complexity of the

algorithm is O(2ml+ nl+ n) [6].

3. IMPROVEMENTS TO THE TTA

To reduce the time complexity of the TTA, we propose to main-
tain the sorted stack with a red-black-tree, which guarantees a
logarithmic time complexity for insertion and search operations.
This reduces the time complexity of the n backward passes to
O(l(n + log2((n � 1)!))). However, a better approach is to re-
place the sorted list by multiple lists such that all paths in one list
have the same metric. Those lists do not have to be sorted, and
an insertion operation is done by simply appending the new stack
entry into the list corresponding to its metric, which is a constant
time operation. The problem is now to determine the number of
lists needed. The following proposition gives an upper bound on
this number.

Proposition 1 Suppose thatM is an integer metric. Letw be the
received packet,n be the maximum number of candidate paths for
w, andM(pj(w)) be the metric of thejth path ofw. Then at most
M(pn(w))�M(p1(w)) + 1 lists are needed.

Proof. Since the TTA is an LVA, it finds paths pj(w) such that
M(p1(w)) � M(pj(w)) � M(pn(w)). We need at most one
list for each of the M(pn(w)) � M(p1(w)) + 1 integer values
between M(p1(w)) and M(pn(w)).

The problem is to find M(pn(w))�M(p1(w)) or at least an
upper bound for it that is independent of the received packet w.

Proposition 2 Let v be a valid codeword andw be an arbitrary
packet of the same length. LetH be the Hamming metric. Then
for all j � 1

H(pj(w))�H(p1(w)) � H(pj(v))�H(p1(v)): (1)

Proof. We give here the main idea of the proof. For the full proof
see [6]. Consider a valid codeword v. If one bit of v is changed,
then H(pj(v)) either increases or decreases by 1 for all paths pj .
H(p1(v)) must increase by 1, because it cannot be negative. Thus
H(pj(v))�H(p1(v)) either decreases by 2 or remains unchanged.
Any packet w can be generated from a valid codeword by changing
a number of bits and increasing the Hamming metric between the
packet and the original valid codeword by 1 at each bit change.
When generating a packet this way, H(pj(v))�H(p1(v)) cannot
increase at any bit change.

A packet consisting only of zero bits is always a valid code-
word and is called a zero codeword ;. The Hamming metric of
the best path of a valid codeword is always 0. Thus, we can use
H(pn(;)) + 1 as an upper bound for the number of lists, where ;
has the same length as the packets to decode. This motivates the
following multiple-list tree trellis algorithm (mL-TTA).

List allocation: Set mmax = H(pn(;)) and allocate mmax + 1
lists L0; : : : ; Lmmax

.

Forward pass: the same as in the original TTA.

Stack initialization: The element for the best path is initialized
with the same values as in the original TTA and inserted
as the first element of L0. The metric of this path, mmin,
is the smallest path metric, i.e., mmin = H(p1(w)) =
H1(z0(l)). We also need two pointers fs and fe to the first
and last non-empty list. These are initialized as fs = 0 and
fe = mmax.



Backward pass: The backward pass is the same as in the original
TTA, but with modified operations on the path stack.

Stack insertion: If S:m > mmax, no insertion is done. Other-
wise, the new element is appended to the list LS:m�mmin

.
If the stack contains more than n paths now, the last ele-
ment from the stack can be removed. This is the last ele-
ment from the last non-empty list indicated by fe. Since
the stack was altered, we must first update fe by setting
fe = max j where j � fe and Lj is not empty. Then we
remove the last element from Lfe . We must also update
mmax by mmax = fe + mmin because there are already
n paths in the stack, and paths inserted after the n-th path
would never be decoded.

Reading and removing the top of stack element: The top of
stack element is the first element of the first non-empty list
denoted by fs. Since the stack was altered, fs must be up-
dated first by fs = min j where j � fs and Lj is not
empty. Then the first element of Lfs is read and removed
from Lfs .

To insert a path into the stack, we append it to the list indicated
by its metric, which is a constant time operation. If the stack con-
sists of more than n elements after insertion, the last non-empty
list must be found to remove the last element from it. For this,
only lists Lj with j � fe must be checked since no element could
have been inserted in lists with j > fe because their metric would
be greater than mmax. Therefore, during all n backward passes
needed to find n paths, the array of lists will be completely tra-
versed at most once. Finding the first non-empty list for removing
the top of stack element is similar. No path can be inserted in lists
Lj with j < fs because such a path would have a lower metric
than the current one, breaking the path order condition for LVAs.
Furthermore, the first non-empty list cannot be behind the last non-
empty list. Thus, for both search operations, the array of lists will
at most be completely traversed once during all n backward passes.

This leads to a worst-case time complexity of O(nl +
H(pn(;))) for n backward passes and an overall space complexity
of O(2ml+nl+n+H(pn(;))). The worst-case time complexity
of the mL-TTA is much lower than the average time complexity of
the single list TTA because H(pn(;)) increases very slowly. Note
that H(pn(;)) is bounded by rl.

To compute H(pn(;)), we start with an approximation, e.g.,
m = 1. Then we set mmax = m and allocate m lists which
gives all paths pj(;) with H(pj(;)) � m. We determine
p1(;); p2(;); : : : until we either find pn(;) or the path stack is
empty, in which case, we double m and allocate lists and search
paths again until we find pn(;). In this way, dlog2H(pn(;))+1e
executions of the mL-TTA give H(pn(;)).

The Hamming metric is useful with hard decision decoding.
In practice, it is often better to use soft decision decoding.

Proposition 3 LetM(x; y) be an integer symbol metric,A be the
channel alphabet,x1; x2 2 A andy1; y2 2 f0; 1g. If there exists
d > 0 with

jM(x1; y1)�M(x2; y2)j � d (2)

for all x1; x2; y1; y2, then for all packetsw and all j � 1

M(pj(w))�M(p1(w)) � d(H(pj(;))�H(p1(;))) (3)

Proof. The Hamming metric of all paths changes by 1 if one bit of
the packet is changed. With a metric satisfying (2), the metric of

all paths can at most change by d, so all path metrics can at most
be d times as high as with the Hamming metric.

To use soft decision decoding with the mL-TTA, we find the
lowest d that satisfies (2) and multiply it with the number of needed
lists. We also must use integer values for the symbol metric. These
integer values can be calculated from a floating point metric by
scaling and rounding. Thus, also for arbitrary integer metrics, the
time complexity of our algorithm remains linear in n.

4. APPLICATION TO IMAGE TRANSMISSION

By increasing the path search depth in the source-channel coding
system of [1], we decrease the probability of incomplete decoding,
but we increase the probability that the CRC fails to detect an er-
ror. If we fix the search depth and the bit error rate (BER) of the
BSC, a rate-based optimal performance of the system can be ob-
tained by maximizing the expected number of correctly received
source bits over all CRC and RCPC code rate pairs. This can be
done as follows. We send a large number NP of random packets
through the channel and decode each received packet, distinguish-
ing between correct decoding, undetected error, and incomplete
decoding. Suppose that the target transmission rate is b, which
corresponds to N = rbP

L+c+m
packets sent, where P is the number

of pixels in the image, c is the CRC length, and m is the memory
order. We divide the NP random packets into nB blocks of N
successive packets. In each block i = 1; : : : ; nB , we count the
number Nri of received packets before the first incomplete decod-
ing. We estimate the expected number of received packets Nei in
block i by Nri if all Nri packets were correctly decoded and by
zero if at least one error was undetected, which is a reasonable as-
sumption because an undetected error can completely damage the
image reconstruction. The expected number of correctly received

source bits is simply EN =
PnB

i=1
Nei

nB
L, where L is the number

of source bits per packet.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1 compares the time complexity of the PLVA [4], the SLVA
[4], the improved SLVA (SLVA2) [5], the TTA with a single list as
a stack (L-TTA) [3], the TTA with a red-black tree as a stack (T-
TTA), and the mL-TTA. The figure shows the CPU time of each
algorithm as a function of the number of paths for a random packet
of length 200 bits that was transmitted over a BSC with bit error
rate (BER) 0.1 and encoded with the rate 1/4 convolutional code
(0177,0127,0155,0171) (octal) of [7]. The time was measured on
an AMD Athlon 1000 MHz processor with a main memory size of
256 Mbytes. The CPU time of the PLVA and the SLVA increased
very fast, and only SLVA2 and the TTA variants required less than
5 ms for the first 200 paths. The L-TTA was faster than the T-
TTA when the number of paths was low because inserting into
a balanced binary tree is more complex than inserting into a list,
and the time for search operations in the list is not dominant for
small lists. However, the situation changed when we increased the
number of paths. The mL-TTA was always the fastest algorithm.

To maximize the expected number of correctly decoded source
bits EN , we considered RCPC codes rates f8=9; : : : ; 8=32g and
CRC lengths 16, 24, and 32 bits. We used the rate 1/3 memory or-
der 6 mother code (0133,0165,0171) for rates 8=9; : : : ; 8=24 and
the rate 1/4 memory order 6 mother code (0177,0127,0155,0171)
for the remaining rates. Both mother codes are optimum distance
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Fig. 1. Time complexity of LVAs.

spectrum codes from [7], and the RCPC codes are low rate opti-
mized with a puncturing period of 8 [7]. The CRC generator was
(x16+x14+x12+x11+x8+x5+x4+x2+1) from [1] for a 16
bit CRC, (x24+x23+x18+x17+x14+x11+x10+x7+x6+
x5 +x4 +x3 + x+1) for a 24 bit CRC, and (x32 + x26 +x23 +
x22+x16+x12+x11+x10+x8+x7+x5+x4+x2+x+1) for
a 32 bit CRC. The 16 bit CRC generator was optimized for the se-
lected packet length of 200 source bits, the other CRC generators
are standard. Table 1 shows the results of the optimization for the
search depth of 100 paths proposed in [1] and our proposed depth
of 10,000 paths. The transmission rate was 1.0 bpp. The test image
was the standard 512 � 512 Lena. For both search depths, the best
CRC length was 16 bits. For BER=0.001, the same code rate was
selected because it is already the highest possible code rate for the
selected puncturing period and, therefore, only a small increase of
EN is noticeable. For the higher BER values, the optimal code
rate for 10,000 paths is higher than that for 100 paths. Thus, we
can send more source bits for the same number of packets.

The source-channel coding system with the mL-TTA and
10,000 paths needed 0.40 ms, 0.44 ms, and 0.45 ms CPU time
to decode a packet at BER 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1, respectively. This
was less than 25 % more than the time required with the L-TTA
and 100 paths. Table 2 shows the optimization results with the
L-TTA and a search depth of 900 paths, which corresponds to the
complexity of the system with the mL-TTA and 10,000 paths. We
conclude that even when both LVAs were allowed the same CPU
time, the mL-TTA yielded a better performance.

Finally, Figure 2 shows the rate-distortion curves for BER=0.1
at various transmission rates. The peak-signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) was computed from the corresponding EN . At 1.0 bpp,
the search depth of 10,000 paths led to a gain of 0.5 dB compared
to the original search depth of 100 paths and to a gain of 0.2 dB
compared to a search depth of 900 paths.

BER Code Rate CRC length EN

n1 n2 n1 n2 n1 n2
0.001 8/9 8/9 16 16 208,807 209,723
0.01 8/11 8/10 16 16 162,705 177,221
0.1 8/26 8/23 16 16 71,116 80,304

Table 1. Optimization results for n1 = 100 and n2 = 10; 000
paths at 1.0 bpp.

BER Code rate CRC length EN

0.001 8/9 16 209,684
0.01 8/11 16 170,643
0.1 8/24 16 76,777

Table 2. Optimization results for 900 paths at 1.0 bpp.
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6. CONCLUSION

We showed that the time complexity of the TTA [3] can be made
linear in the number of candidates by using multiple lists instead of
a single sorted list. In contrast to the previous LVAs [3, 4], our new
implementation can consider a large number of candidates in rea-
sonable time. This significantly improves the PSNR performance
of the system of [1] because a higher code rate can be used without
severely increasing the probability of incomplete decoding.

Our results can be further improved in many ways. For exam-
ple, we may allow more CRC lengths than the three used in this
paper. We also may try to determine an optimal number of can-
didate paths. Increasing the number of paths does not necessarily
improve the performance of the system because we may reach a
point where the frequency of undetected errors becomes too high.
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